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ABSTRACT: Experiments and theoretical calculations by density functional
theory (DFT) have been carried out to examine a self-sensitized type I
photooxidation of toluidine blue O (TBO+). This study attempts to build a
connection between visible-light photolysis and demethylation processes of
methylamine compounds, such as TBO+. We show that controlled
photoinduced mono- and double-demethylation of TBO+ can be achieved.
The kinetics for the appearance rate of the mono-demethylated TBO+ and
the double-demethylated TBO+ were found to fit pseudo-first-order kinetics.
DFT calculations have been used to examine the demethylation of TBO+

and included N,N-dimethylaniline as a model compound for TBO+. The
results show an oxygen-dependent demethylation process. The mechanism
for the sequential methyl loss is proposed to be due to H• or e−/H+ transfer
to 3TBO+* followed by a reaction of TBO+• with O2, yielding a C-
peroxyTBO+• intermediate. Instead of aminyl radical peroxyl formation, i.e., N-peroxyTBO+•, the C-centered peroxyTBO+• is
favored, that upon dimerization (Russell mechanism) leads to dissociation of formaldehyde from the methylamine site.

■ INTRODUCTION
Type I and type II photoreactions are oxygen-dependent and
involve the initial formation of several reactive oxygen species
(ROS) (Scheme 1). These type I and type II reactions include
ROS such as ROO•, RO•, OH•, 1O2, HO2

•, and O2
•, and

their formation depends on the concentration of sensitizer, the
oxygen concentration, as well as the reactivity of substrate and/
or solvent.1−5

The use of light to trigger a photooxidative demethylation is
fundamentally interesting, but it is also potentially synthetically
useful6−8 and relates to the persistence of dyes against
photodegradation9,10 and may even represent photobiologi-
cally significant processes, although its mechanism remains
poorly understood. Davidson et al. reported on the photo-
oxidative demethylation for aryl amines in the 1970s.11−13

Currently, photoredox catalysis routes to amination14 or
deprotection of tertiary amines6 under mild visible-light
irradiation are of much interest in synthetic chemistry.

Moreover, photooxidative demethylation of DNA bases is
also a topic of high interest.7 There is presently a gap in
knowledge on the mechanism of photosensitized O2-depend-
ent demethylation, including self-sensitized photodemethyla-
tion processes in aromatic (chromophoric) amines. We
hypothesized that type I reactions in such systems would
lead to peroxyl radical formation in the presence of oxygen.
Peroxyl radicals can potentially dimerize to tetraoxides by the
Russell reaction15 and fragment to yield a number of products
including carbonyls, alcohols, and singlet oxygen.16 For this
reason, we now address the topic for toluidine blue O (TBO+),
a known phenothiazinium photosensitizer and common dye
stain in histology. Namely, we report on the results of a visible-
light, self-sensitized TBO+ demethylation process that was
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previously unappreciated. Moreover, the reaction was also
considered more deeply with DFT calculations, where we
modeled some of the type I TBO+ demethylation processes
with N,N-dimethylaniline (DMA). The experimental and
theoretical data collected are consistent with the mechanism
shown in Scheme 2, as will be discussed below.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Photooxidative Demethylation of TBO+. The visible-
light irradiation of TBO+ in the presence of oxygen in
acetonitrile led to a change in the color of the solution from
light blue to purple (inset in Figure 1), which is represented by
a hypsochromic shift in the absorption maxima, as seen in
Figure 1. This color-change behavior was not examined in a
previous report.17 Therefore, we have pursued the character-
ization of TBO+ photoproducts to better understand the color
change from blue to purple in aerated acetonitrile and buffer
solutions.
Samples were irradiated at various time points and analyzed

by UHPLC-MS/MS (Figures S1−S4 in the Supporting

Information) to determine the photodegradation products. In
particular, the masses of the mono-demethylated TBO+ and
double-demethylated TBO+ were detected, according to the
structures shown in Scheme 3. Interestingly, the mono-
demethylated TBO+ was the main product for up to 1 h of
irradiation, followed by the appearance of the double-

Scheme 1. Type I and Type II Photosensitized Oxidation Processes

Scheme 2. Self-Sensitized TBO+ Demethylation Induced by Visible-Light Irradiation

Figure 1. Absorption spectra for TBO+ (12.5 μM) irradiated with
visible light for 3 h in aerated-acetonitrile solution. The inset shows
the color change from blue to purple after continued irradiation.
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demethylated TBO+. After 3 h of irradiation, the main product
was the double-demethylated TBO+, which was stable over
time. As minor products, TBO+ sulfoxide and protonated
leuco-TBO+ were also detected (Scheme 3).
Upon irradiation, a blue-shift in the maximum for TBO+ was

observed, as seen in Figure 1. The maximum for TBO+ is 626
nm, and after 3 h of irradiation, it decreased to 595 nm, which
we assigned to the double-demethylated product. This is based
on quantum mechanical calculations using TD-DFT (B97D/6-
311++G(d,p) in methanol, solvent simulation by the C-PCM
model) to simulate the electronic absorption spectrum of the
TBO+, mono-demethylated TBO+, and double-demethylated
TBO+, which showed a shift in the absorption maximum to
shorter wavelengths as the methyl groups are lost (see Table
S1 and Figures S5−S8 in the Supporting Information).
The kinetics for the disappearance of TBO+ were followed

past the maximum at 650 nm to avoid interference from the
absorption of the photoproducts at shorter wavelengths
(Figure 2). The kinetics were monoexponential and followed

pseudo-first-order kinetics (inset in Figure 2). The interpre-
tation of the pseudo-first-order kinetics is the conversion of
TBO+ to mono-demethylated TBO+ compound.
When the TBO+ solutions were purged with nitrogen

(partial deoxygenation), a fast decomposition was observed
followed by a slower process (see Figures S9 and S10). For this
condition, the photoproducts detected were the same as those

detected in the presence of higher amounts of oxygen (Figure
S11), which points to a type I radical mechanism for the
demethylation process. In fact, the participation of singlet
oxygen was corroborated as minor on the basis of chemical
trapping experiments in D2O-enriched solutions (Figure S12).
In phosphate buffer pH 7 (aerated solutions), we observed a
marked photobleaching with no appreciable change in the
color of the solution to the naked eye (see Figure S13). The
photoproducts detected by UHPLC-MS/MS were the same as
those detected in acetonitrile (see Figure S14), suggesting that
photobiological applications of TBO+ have an added caveat of
forming mixtures of demethylated byproducts. In order to
study the mechanism of methyl loss from TBO+, including
candidate methyl-small molecule byproducts, we carried out
DFT calculations, which also enabled an assessment of
regioselectivity of the demethylation mechanism.

DFT Calculations. Three main types of calculations were
carried out: (1) the formation of a C-centered peroxy-TBO via
a TBO+• radical cation, (2) formation of a C-centered peroxy-
DMA, and (3) demethylation paths of DMA as a model of
TBO+.

Computed Formation of Peroxy-Toluidine Blue. Our first
aim was to determine the site on TBO+ with the lowest
hydrogen atom affinity (HAA) (Figure 3). The energy of H
atom loss at the methylamine C−H (path A) is found to be
lower compared to the amine N−H (path C) (397.7 compared
to 407.7 kcal/mol, respectively). Figure S15 shows the HAA
for the formation of radical cation 2, as well as the formation of
radical cations B−E and allylic diradical cations F−I, where we
consider the oxygenation of the N−CH2

• site to account for
the experimentally observed mono- and double-demethylation
of TBO+. Path A is the lower energy path, wherein H atom loss
is attributed to a self-photosensitized reaction. Our result
builds on the work of Foote et al. that showed the tendency for
H atom loss from electron poor sensitizers via the formation of
radical cation or radical intermediates.18,19 Our DFT results
show that an addition of O2 to TBO

+ is energetically favored at
the methyl site rather than the amine site. The computed
formation of peroxy TBO+• 3 (path B) is favored over the
peroxynitrogen TBO+• 5 (path D), path B is exothermic and
path D is endothermic. Structure 3 also has a longer C−O
bond (1.47 Å) compared to the N−O bond in 5 (1.42 Å). In

Scheme 3. Structures of Compounds Assigned to Signals Detected by UHPLC-MS/MS from the Self-Sensitized
Photooxidation TBO+ under Visible-Light Irradiation in Aerated Acetonitrile

Figure 2. Kinetics for the photodegradation of TBO+ in aerated-
acetonitrile solution under visible-light irradiation. The inset shows
the linear pseudo-first-order plot for the kinetics.
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this vein, the formation of C-peroxy TBO+• 5 is reminiscent of
oxygenation reactions of carbon radicals.20 Formation of
peroxyamines such as R(H)NOO• 5 is often associated with
high-energy processes.21

Computed Formation of Peroxy N,N-Dimethylaniline.
Our second aim used DFT calculations on N,N-dimethylani-
line (DMA) as a model of a dimethylamine portion of TBO+

to reduce the computational expense. Figure 4 (path E) shows
H atom loss from the methylamine site via radical 7, and path
F shows the subsequent oxygenation to reach the peroxy-DMA
radical 8. The hydrogen atom affinities of the methylamine
sites of TBO+ (397.7 kcal/mol) and DMA (401.6 kcal/mol)
are similar to each other to reach the TBO•+ 2 and
PhCMe(CH2

•) 7, respectively.
Computed Demethylation of N,N-Dimethylaniline (DMA).

Our third aim was to examine the demethylation on the basis
of a dimerization of peroxyl radicals (Figure 5, paths G−Q).
The dimerization of 8 is reminiscent of the Russell reaction of
peroxy radicals in organic reactions and lipids.22−24 The DFT
calculations show that the energy for the decomposition of
PhN(Me)CH2OO

• 8 is fairly low, 20 kcal/mol. Path G shows
a dimerization of peroxyl radical PhN(Me)CH2OO

• 8 to reach
the tetraoxide PhN(Me)CH2OOOOCH2(Me)NPh 9. Path H

shows the decomposition of tetraoxide 9 into 2 mol of alkoxy
radical PhN(Me)CH2O

• 10 and singlet oxygen (1O2).
Calculating the conversion of 1O2 to 3O2 in path I would
require multiconfigurational calculations,25,26 and therefore, we
used the known experimental value of 22.5 kcal/mol. Path J
shows that alkoxy radical PhN(Me)CH2O

• 10 can decompose
to formaldehyde (CH2O) and aminyl radical Ph(Me)N• 11.
Path J serves as a model reaction for C-peroxyTBO+• 3 that
loses formaldehyde after formation of the hemiaminal (
N+(Me)CH2O

• segment) from an initial oxygen atom transfer
to TBO+ 1 yielding the TBO+ sulfoxide (Scheme 2).
Formaldehyde can be hydrated to form formalin (HO-
CH2OH); since it is a well-known carbonyl hydration
reaction,27 it was deemed unnecessary to model.
Two subsequent paths can then lead to loss of the second

methyl group. First, path L for the reaction of the aminyl
radical Ph(Me)N• 11 with oxygen is endothermic by 3.2 kcal/
mol, producing HO2

• and imine 12 that can release aniline and
formaldehyde and subsequent hydration accounting for the
loss of the methyl group. The hydration of imines and release
of carbonyl compounds is a facile process due to the greater
stability of the CO bond compared to the CN bond.28

Second, paths M−P shown in Figure 6 can reach N-

Figure 3. B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculated reactions for hydrogen atom loss from TBO+ (1) to form the C-centered radical cation 2 and N-centered
radical cation 4 and subsequent addition of molecular oxygen. The lower energy path is the conversion of 1 to 3. Hydrogen atom affinity (HAA)
values are shown in curly brackets, and the energies for the oxygenation of 2 and 4 are shown in square brackets. Gas phase energies are shown in
kcal/mol.

Figure 4. B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculated reactions for hydrogen atom loss from N,N-dimethylaniline (DMA) to form DMA• radical and subsequent
addition of molecular oxygen to the C-centered radical 7. Hydrogen atom affinity (HAA) values are shown in curly brackets, and the energy value
for the oxygenation of 7 is shown in square brackets. Gas phase energies are shown in kcal/mol.
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methylaniline 14, and the corresponding radical 15 and peroxy
radical 15, for dimerization to tetraoxide and decomposition in
a manner similar to paths G−J. The data suggest that
PhN(Me)CH2OO

• 8 decomposition is a fairly low energy
process. An electron transfer reaction (path Q) to a peroxy
radical to iminium ion Ph(Me)N+CH2 and superoxide O2

•
was also sought but has been ruled out, since it is high in
energy (162 kcal/mol).
The hydroperoxyl radical PhN(Me)CH2OO

• 8 can scavenge
a H atom to reach the neutral hydroperoxide PhN(Me)-
CH2OOH 17. Compound 8 has a longer C−O bond (1.51 Å)
compared to 17 (1.45 Å). On the other hand, the O−O bond
of 8 (1.32 Å) is shorter compared to 17 (1.46 Å).
Alternative Computed Demethylation Paths. Next, we

show that alternative demethylation paths are high in energy
(paths R−Z, Figures 7 and 8). The calculations show that the
energies for PhN(Me)CH2OOH 17 decomposition ranged
from 34 to 74 kcal/mol. The hydroperoxide 17 N−CH2 bond
is slightly shorter (1.42 Å) than the H2C−O bond (1.45 Å).
Path R shows the activation barrier of 34.5 kcal/mol via TS17/
18 to reach N-methylaniline 18 and carbonyl oxide. We also
find the decomposition of 17 to be endothermic by 33.7 kcal/
mol. Path S shows an activation barrier of 57.5 kcal/mol via
TS17/19 to reach amide 19 and water. Other paths (paths T−
W) are even higher in energy, including path T (O−O
homolysis to alkoxy radical 10 and •OH), path U (N−CH3
homolysis to aminyl radical 20 and •CH3), and path V (N−
CH2 homolysis to aminyl radical 11 and •CH2OOH 21). A
saddle point which connects 17, imine 12, and CH3OOH has
been located (path W), but this methyl “walk” rearrangement

is very high in energy (74.3 kcal/mol). Constrained
calculations were applied to obtain rough estimations of
bond dissociation energies of the O−O bond in path T, the
N−C(1) bond in path U, and the N−C(2) bond in path V.
Figure 8 shows path X for protonation of hydroperoxide 17,

which occurs at the nitrogen atom with a proton affinity of
223.8 kcal/mol. Hydroperoxide ion 21 has a N−CH2 bond
that is longer (1.55 Å) and weaker than the H2C−O bond
(1.37 Å). However, bond separation scans (carried 1.5 Å
beyond their normal bond lengths) show these paths to be
high in energy. Namely, path Y shows the hydroperoxide ion
21 cleaves N-methylaniline and protonated carbonyl oxide
(H2C

+OOH) with a bond separation energy of 39.5 kcal/mol,
and path Z is a H2C−O homolysis to benzenaminium radical
cation 23 and HOO• with a bond separation energy of 72.8
kcal/mol.

Detection of Formaldehyde as a Byproduct. The
above DFT results lead us to predict the formation of
formaldehyde, which was then tested experimentally. Indeed,
we found that the photooxidative demethylation of TBO+

identified above involving the formation of peroxyl radicals
leads to the loss of the methyl groups as formaldehyde
molecules. Experimentally, we trapped formaldehyde from the
self-sensitized TBO+ photooxidation reaction by formalde-
hyde’s derivatization with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH)
and HPLC chromatographic separation and quantification
(Figure 9). It should be mentioned that formaldehyde exists
primarily as formalin (hydrated formaldehyde) in the presence
of water. After 1 h of irradiation, we detected the formation of
∼0.5 equiv of formaldehyde with respect to the concentration

Figure 5. B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculated reactions for hydrogen atom loss from DMA to form DMA radical and subsequent dimerization,
fragmentation, hydration, and electron transfer reactions. Aminyl radical 11 reacts to produce aniline in a direct double-demethylated DMA
sequence. Gas phase energies are shown in kcal/mol.

Figure 6. Reactions of aminyl radical 11. Path M represents the formation of a mono-demethylation product 14, as was seen experimentally with
TBO+. Further reaction of 14 includes H atom loss, peroxidation, dimerization, and fragmentation steps to account for a net double-demethylated
DMA pathway.
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of TBO+, which was quantified by the use of a standard. After 3
h of irradiation, the amount of formaldehyde that could be
detected was minor, suggesting formaldehyde does not
accumulate and keeps reacting (see Figure S16 in the
Supporting Information).
Proposed Mechanism. To determine the factors that

underlie TBO+ demethylation photochemistry in the presence
of O2, three mechanistic facets were studied. One derives from
the reaction of C-centered radical with O2 via peroxyl radical

intermediates that cleave apart, the second from formaldehyde
release, and the last is the viability of the carbonyl oxide
intermediates.
(1) The calculations determined the lowest-energy deme-

thylation path that we based on a dimerization of peroxyl
radicals leading to an alkoxy radical that releases formaldehyde.
Aminyl radical reaction with O2 produces imine to release a
second formaldehyde molecule. The protonation of aminyl
radicals to aminium radical cations (R2NH

+•) is also shown to

Figure 7. B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculated reactions for the conversion of peroxyl radical 8 to hydroperoxide 17 and fragmentation reactions. Gas
phase energies are shown in kcal/mol.
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react only slowly with O2, on the basis of unaffected absorption
signals in the presence of O2.

29 The calculations predict the
existence of C−OO TBO+• 3 but not the N−OO TBO+• 5
with the former having greater stability. In paths A and B, as
well as paths E and F, hydrogen-atom loss leads to addition of
O2 and the peroxy intermediate.
(2) We propose that the photooxidative demethylation of

TBO+ mainly involves a Russell reaction with the dimerization
of the peroxy intermediate to form a tetraoxide. We found a
decomposition of tetraoxide 9 by Russell-like intermediates
(paths H−J). Paths G−L account for the double demethyla-
tion process through release of formaldehyde/formalin. The
results are understandable in terms of the formation of aminyl
radical 11 and paths M−P such as peroxy radical 16 formation
that explain the sequential demethylation and the experimental
formation of mono-demethylated TBO+.
(3) The formation of a carbonyl oxide is not likely due to a

higher energy path (path R) compared to the decomposition
of the tetraoxide (path H). Peroxidation can lead to methyl
loss but not by eliminating carbonyl oxide. It can also be noted
that the high-energy path to release of superoxide (path Q)
was not found. Furthermore, it should be noted that the
photolysis of TBO+ leads to 1O2 that can interact with the

nitrogen sites. Nitrogen-containing groups can interact with
1O2 by a physical quenching process, which has been detected
with amines, nitrosamines, hydrazines, and diazo com-
pounds.30,31 The kT value (total quenching rate constant
which is the sum of physical and chemical quenching rate
constants) of quinoline is <1 × 109 M−1 s−1,32 that of
dimethylanilines is 1 × 109 M−1 s−1,33 and that of 8-
hydroxyquinoline is 1.1 × 108 M−1 s−1.34 This physical
quenching is often by a charge-transfer process; however, this
process was not modeled.
The DFT calculations support the oxidation products

detected by mass spectrometry. The theoretical work has
also shown amine hydrogens to be labile to proton loss when
compared with the available experimental data as compared
with hydrogen atom loss.
In summary, as described above, a visible-light photo-

oxidative process that demethylates TBO+ was discovered and
it is an oxygen-dependent process. DFT calculations provided
insight into the mechanism of demethylation. We found that
the C-centered radical 2 is more stable than aminyl radical 4 by
10.0 kcal/mol. The computations also predicted an exothermic
addition of O2 to the C-centered radical of TBO+ and DMA.
The computations did not predict the addition of O2 to the
aminyl radical undoubtedly because of the endothermicity of
the reaction. Indeed, we found that the peroxy radical 3 is
more stable compared to the peroxyamine radical 5 by 32.9
kcal/mol. Masses were obtained for stable products such as
sulfoxide and rearranged products, but masses of the proposed
peroxide and radical intermediates were not obtained, as they
are short-lived species. In this TBO+ system, future experi-
ments could include low-temperature mass spectrometry of
short-lived species, which aided in characterizing unstable
episulfoxide, oxaphosphetane, and endoperoxide intermedi-
ates.35−37

■ CONCLUSIONS

Our work contributes to the fundamental understanding of
aromatic amine demethylation induced by visible light, which
is relevant to photoredox catalysis, degradation, synthesis, and
photobiological processes. The demethylation pathways
uncovered herein are relevant to the widespread use of
TBO+ and related molecules as dyes, where a demethylation
process can modify the interpretation of results due to

Figure 8. B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculated reactions for the conversion of hydroperoxide 17 to protonated hydroperoxide 18 and subsequent
fragmentation reactions. Proton affinity (PA) values are shown in curly brackets, and the energy for the oxygenation of 7 is shown in square
brackets. Gas phase energies are shown in kcal/mol.

Figure 9. HPLC detection of the formaldehyde-DNPH derivative at
360 nm using acetonitrile:water (60:40) as the mobile phase on a C18
reverse phase column. The samples were irradiated for 1 h under
visible light.
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exposure to formaldehyde/formalin. In this context, shifts in
absorption maxima under visible-light irradiation should be
examined carefully.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals. Toluidine blue O was obtained from Sigma and

purified using flash chromatography on silica gel with
ethanol:HCl (99:1) as eluent. 9,10-Anthracene-bis-
(methylene)dimalonic acid (ABMA) was obtained from
Sigma and used without further purification. Solvents such as
ethanol, methanol, acetonitrile, and HCl (37% w/w) were of
the highest purity available and were purchased from Merck.
Deionized water was obtained using a Millipore water
purification system. Stock solution of TBO+ in acetonitrile
was prepared fresh, and aliquots were diluted to an absorbance
of 0.5 at 626 nm for the irradiation experiments.
Absorption Measurements and Irradiation Setup.

Absorption spectra were collected with a HP8453 UV−visible
spectrophotometer using a 1 cm path length cell. Samples were
irradiated using a tungsten filament lamp from a commercial
slide projector, filtered with a 400 nm cutoff filter, and focused
onto the cell using a focusing lens (PTI). The light intensity
was 195 W/m2 (Delta OHM photoradiometer model HD
2302.0), and the lamp had an emission spectrum between 350
and 850 nm with a peak of intensity at 550 nm (Luzchem
spectroradiometer model SPR-01-235-850 nm).
Oxidation Product Analysis by UHPLC-MS/MS. Sam-

ples were measured using an Ultra-High Performance Liquid
Chromatography (UHPLC) Ultimate 3000 RSLC system
coupled to a Linear Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer LTQ XL
(Thermo scientific). An HP InertsilODS-4 (3 μm, 2.1 × 100
mm2, GL Sciences) column maintained at 25 °C was used as
the stationary phase, and isocratic elution with a solution of
methanol 100% containing formic acid 0.1% at a flux of 0.2
mL/min was employed as the mobile phase. The mass
detection was carried out through electrospray ionization
(ESI), and the spray voltage was set at 3 kV at 350 °C.
Detection was performed in full scan mode in the 100−1000
m/z range in positive mode. The MS2 results were performed
using He as collision gas for collision-induced dissociation
(CID) with a normalized collision energy of 35 units and
detection of fragments in full scan mode for all samples.
Computational Methods. Calculations were carried out

with the Gaussian 09 program package.38 Structures were
optimized with B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculations and visualized
with Gaussview 5.0.39 Structures were optimized to minima or
maxima. Transition structures have been verified as transition
states by frequency calculations.40 In some cases, calculations
were carried out by scanning of bond rotations and bond
dissociations by constraining compound geometries. Selectivity
of H atom loss from TBO+ was examined at both the
southeastern methyl and the northeastern methyl, but it was
found to differ only trivially so this data is not included in the
Results and Discussion section. Similarly, the selectivity of H
atom loss from TBO+ was examined from the western and
southwestern amine hydrogens and was also not found to differ
significantly. The hydrogen loss from excited states of TBO+

was not computed. Due to size constraints in the DFT
calculations, N,N-dimethylaniline (DMA) was used as a model
of TBO+. Gas phase energetics are reported in kcal/mol and
have included thermal corrections for enthalpy.
Calculation of Electronic Absorption Spectra. The

quantum mechanical calculations were performed using DFT

with the Gaussian 09 package.38 Stationary points on the
potential energy surface were obtained using the B3LYP hybrid
density functional.41,42 A full molecular geometry optimization
of the ground state of TBO+ and demethylated TBO+ was
performed in acetonitrile using the 6-311++G (d,p) basis set
for all atoms.43,44 The converged wave functions were verified
by analytical computations of harmonic vibrational frequencies.
Once the optimized geometry was obtained, the calculation of
the excited electronic states was carried out by the time-
dependent TD-DFT methodology to obtain the UV−visible
and emission spectra for each molecular system.45,46 With the
aim of finding the best functional that predicts the
experimental result, we performed a calibration study of the
functional. To do that, we calculated the electronic absorption
spectrum with different functionals, such as B97D,47 PBE,48,49

BKM,50 M06,51 B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP,52 HSEH1PBE, wB97,
and wB97x.50 That functional predicting the lower exper-
imental deviation was chosen. The UV−visible spectra were
obtained by singlet−singlet vertical transitions of Franck−
Condon type using 30 excited states. Spectra were calculated in
the solution phase (solvent acetonitrile). The modeling of the
solvent was carried out using the conductor-like polarizable
continuum model (C-PCM) with the standard parameters for
each solvent.53

HPLC Detection of Formaldehyde. Formaldehyde was
derivatized with DNPH from a commercial kit according to the
manufacturer. Later, 20 μL was injected in an HPLC using
acetonitrile:water (60:40) (v:v) as a mobile phase, a flow of 1
mL min−1, a C18 reverse phase column, and a detection
wavelength of 360 nm. The temperature of the column was 40
°C.54 The concentration of formaldehyde was estimated by
interpolating between the integrated HPLC peaks of known
standards (2 and 10 μM).
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